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On this page you will find more information about our  

ECCIPA Partner: 

 

Consorzio Comunitá Brianza 

Consorzio Comunità Brianza (CCB) is an Italian social enterprise 
composed of 34 partners: 24 cooperatives, 1 consortium and 7 
associations in the province of Monza and Brianza (Lombardy 
region). Its main objective is to propose innovative solutions and 
actions that promote a synergetic environment and social 
dialogue between public and private entities in order to create 
new social services that meet the needs of local communities.  

https://comunitamonzabrianza.it/  

 

City of Ravenna  

Ravenna is the capital of the province of Ravenna in the Emilia 
Romagna region of north-eastern Italy, overlooking the Adriatic 
Sea. Rich in history, monuments and works of art, it has been 
recognised by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site. 

As a public institution, it covers all the main policy areas of a city's 

life: health and social services, housing, youth, security and 

municipal police, education and schools, EU policy and 

international cooperation, gender equality and culture, 

demographic services, sport, volunteering, economic and 

industrial development, cultural events and tourism, 

infrastructure and mobility.  

https://www.comune.ra.it/   
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Agencia de desarollo local y Empleo de Cartagena 
(Jobcenter)  

The Agency for Local Development and Employment (ADLE) was 
created in 1995 by the Cartagena City Council as an autonomous 
non-profit organisation with the main objective of promoting job 
creation and the inclusion of the unemployed in the labour 
market, especially the most disadvantaged groups such as 
immigrants, people with disabilities, the long-term unemployed, 
young people, women, etc. and by promoting the creation and 
consolidation of entrepreneurial initiatives. 

https://adle.cartagena.es/ 

 

Accem 

ACCEM is a Spanish NGO that works to improve the living 

conditions of vulnerable people. The organisation supports 

equality of rights and opportunities for all people, regardless of 

origin, gender, national origin, ethnic group, sexual orientation, 

sexual identity, religion or social group. 

Its mission is to defend fundamental rights, provide social 

attention and accompany vulnerable people. 

https://www.accem.es/tag/cartagena/  
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